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Legal No)ce for Image Upload for Skin Color Pale8e Genera)on KOBELLA Website: 
 
By uploading an image to our website for the purpose of generaDng a skin color paleGe, you 
acknowledge and agree to the following terms: 
 
1. User Consent: 
   By uploading the image, you affirm that you have the legal right to use and upload the 
image. You grant us the permission to process the image solely for the purpose of generaDng 
a skin color paleGe. 
 
2. Non-Public Use: 
   The uploaded image will not be displayed, shared, or used for any public-facing content on 
our website. It will be used solely for the automated generaDon of a skin color paleGe. 
 
3. Data Processing: 
   We will employ automated processes to analyze the uploaded image and extract skin color 
informaDon. No human review or intervenDon will occur during this process. 
 
4. Data Privacy: 
   We are commiGed to safeguarding your privacy. We will not use the uploaded image for 
any other purpose beyond generaDng the skin color paleGe. Your uploaded image will not be 
stored or retained beyond the necessary processing duraDon. 
 
5. Data Security: 
   We take appropriate measures to ensure the security of the uploaded image during 
processing. However, please understand that no data transmission over the internet can be 
guaranteed to be 100% secure. 
 
6. Copyright and Ownership: 
   You retain all ownership and copyright rights to the uploaded image. We do not claim any 
rights to your image beyond what is necessary for generaDng the skin color paleGe. 
 
7. Liability LimitaDon: 
   While we strive to provide accurate skin color paleGes, we do not guarantee the accuracy, 
completeness, or suitability of the generated paleGes for any specific purpose. We are not 
liable for any inaccuracies or outcomes resulDng from the use of these paleGes. 
 
8. IndemnificaDon: 
   You agree to indemnify and hold us harmless from any claims, damages, liabiliDes, or 
expenses arising out of your use of our service, including any breach of these terms. 
 
9. Changes to Terms: 
   We reserve the right to modify or update these terms at any Dme. It is your responsibility 
to review these terms periodically for changes. 
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By proceeding with the image upload process, you acknowledge that you have read, 
understood, and agree to be bound by these terms. If you do not agree with these terms, 
please refrain from uploading images to our website. 
 
For any quesDons or concerns regarding these terms, please contact us at info@kobella.net. 
 
[22nd August 2023] 
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